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Abstract

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a technique for the fabrication of thin films of polymeric materials, which has successfully overcome some of the issues faced by wet chemical fabrication and other deposition methods. There are many hybrid techniques, which arise from CVD and are constantly evolving in order to modify the properties of the fabricated thin films. Amongst them, plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is a technique that can extend the applicability of the method for various precursors, reactive organic and inorganic materials as well as inert materials. Organic/inorganic monomers, which are used as precursors in the PECVD technique, undergo disintegration and radical polymerization while exposed to a high-energy plasma stream, followed by thin film deposition. In this chapter, we have provided a summary of the history, various characteristics as well as the main applications of PECVD. By demonstrating the advantages and disadvantages of PECVD, we have provided a comparison of this technique with other techniques. PECVD, like any other techniques, still suffers from some restrictions, such as selection of appropriate monomers, or suitable inlet instrument. However, the remarkable properties of this technique and variety of possible applications make it an area of interest for researchers, and offers potential for many future developments.
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1. Introduction

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a multifaceted procedure which is currently used for several applications such as the fabrication of coatings, powders, fibers, and uniform components. Metals, composites of nonmetallic materials such as carbon, silicon, carbides, nitrides, oxides, and intermetallics can be deposited through CVD. Considering one of the main applications of CVD, which is the synthesis of thin films and coatings, this procedure has in general overcome some of the problems facing the chemical synthesis of thin films, and simplified the process by having a single-step uniform fabrication. In the CVD technique, a precursor gas flows into a chamber, over the heated substrates to be coated, and deposition of thin films on the surface occurs due to the chemical reaction in vapor phase as shown in Figure 1A. This procedure could be defined as an atomistic process where the primary species deposited are atoms or molecules or a combination of both. Other common deposition procedures include physical vapor deposition technique (PVD), which uses evaporation, sputtering, and other physical processes to produce vapors of materials instead of chemical processes. The PVD technique, however, has some drawbacks, such as low deposition rate and low pressure requirements. Moreover, this process might require subsequent annealing, which could be a drawback. Although these two techniques can be used separately, however, there are procedures that have utilized the benefits of the combination of CVD and PVD techniques, such as a modified PEVCD method.

There are many hybrid techniques, which arise from CVD and are constantly evolving to modify the properties of the fabricated thin films [2], namely initiated CVD (iCVD), which utilizes an initiator to start the polymerization process because the initiator thermally decomposes to form free radicals and they are absorbed on the surface and therefore lead to start the radical polymerization, Oxidative CVD (oCVD), which can be considered as an iCVD process and utilizes an oxidant molecule as the initiator for starting the polymerization [3], metallo-organic CVD (MOCVD), which operates at temperatures lower than CVD (300–800°C) and is
used for achieving epitaxial growth and deposition of semiconductor materials [4, 5]. Where deposition occurs at low pressure (10 –1000 Pa) to achieve and homogeneity of the deposited films [6], atmospheric pressure CVD (APCVD) in which deposition occurs at atmospheric pressure, which leads to lower equipment cost, avoids use of vacuum systems and simplicity of utilization and process control parameters [7] and plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), which uses electrical energy for producing a plasma, and the produced plasma activates the reaction by transferring the energy of its species to the precursors and induces free radical formation followed by radical polymerization [2]. Among them, PECVD can extend applicability of the vapor deposition process to various precursors, including reactive organic, inorganic, and inert materials. In this chapter, we will briefly demonstrate the characteristics of the PECVD technique, its advantages and disadvantages over other techniques, an overview of studies utilizing PECVD for both organic and inorganic materials deposition, as well as the future direction and potential applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoids the line-of-sight</td>
<td>• Requirement of high temperatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High deposition rate</td>
<td>• Possibility of toxicity of precursors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Production of thick coating layers</td>
<td>• Mostly inorganic materials have been used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Co-deposition of material at the same time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PVD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Atomic level control of chemical composition</td>
<td>• Line-of-sight deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Not requiring the usage of special precursors</td>
<td>• Low deposition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Safer than CVD due to the absence of toxic precursors or by-products</td>
<td>• Production of thin coating layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Requirement of annealing time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PECVD</th>
<th>ADVANTAGES</th>
<th>DISADVANTAGES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoids the line-of-sight issue to certain extent</td>
<td>• High deposition rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High deposition rate</td>
<td>• Low temperatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Both organic and inorganic materials as precursors</td>
<td>• Thermal and chemical stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• High solvent and corrosion resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No limitation on substrates: complicated geometries and composition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of the characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of the CVD, PVD, and PECVD techniques.

The CVD process, its modifications, and PVD each have their own unique advantages and applications. CVD may successfully overcome issues such as line-of-sight deposition, which PVD commonly faces. This can improve the ease of coating both nonuniform and straight surfaces. From an economical perspective, CVD also offer advantages due to the ease of synthesis of thick coatings. The process also allows flexibility during deposition such as
codeposition of different materials, inclusion of plasma, or initiators to improve reactivity and operation at atmospheric pressure. On the other hand, CVD in its unmodified form has disadvantages, such as the requirement of higher temperatures (over 600°C). The high temperature is a constraint both due to the energy required to heat the gas phase, which increases the cost of the process and the limitation of materials and substrates that can be used due to their instability at higher temperatures. The other disadvantage of the process is the utilization of chemical precursors with high vapor pressure, such as halides, metal-carbonyl precursors, and hybrid ones which may be an issue due to some of their associated toxicities, as well as the limitation of types of materials that may be used as precursors. Moreover, the by-products of the CVD process maybe toxic and their neutralization can make the process expensive. However, PECVD, which has seen a rapid development in the last few years, has eliminated these problems to a great extent as discussed in Table 1.

1.1. History of PECVD

The initial experiments using plasma in the CVD process dates back to 1950s and 1960s when the decomposition of organic compounds in the presence of an electron beam was first observed [8–10]. In the electro-optical systems, when a surface was exposed to an electron beam, it was covered by a thin film. Upon observing this effect, researchers reasoned that the formation of the thin film was due to the interactions between the electron beam and organic vapor present in the vacuum system. They concluded that the mechanism of formation of the thin layer was the free radical polymerization of the organic molecules, upon exposure to the electron beam followed by adherence to the target surface [8–10]. After roughly a decade, Buck et al. suggested that the observed mechanism of film formation can be beneficial for applications where thin insulating films were required [11]. Subsequently, relative electron bombardment of appropriate chemical compounds was used for the fabrication of polymeric or metallic thin films. Christy et al. in 1960 used a defocused, low energy electron beam to form solid films composed of silicon oil. The factors affecting the film growth rate, such as oil pressure, strength of electron beam current, and temperature were also investigated. He showed that the produced films had excellent electrical insulating properties [11]. In 1961, Baker et al. have demonstrated the production of metallic films from decomposition of organometallic vapors by an electron beam [12]. Among the initial reports on the use of PECVD, there was one in 1962, in the Electronics Laboratory of General Electric Company for the utilization of the direct current glow discharge system for the production of thin films [13]. Laendle et al. reported the use of an organosilicon compound and its decomposition in a low-energy plasma to fabricate a silicon oxide film [10]. The decomposition reported was related to the collisions that occurred between the excited or ionized gas atoms with the organosilicon molecules, which in turn resulted in the formation of free radicals, followed by their attachment on the substrate and finally due to continuous bombardment, fabrication of stable Si-O-Si network and the resultant thin film. In 1964, Davern et al. reported the use of the same process for the fabrication of silicon oxide films at room temperature, but with the use of radio frequency (RF) plasma production source to reduce the undesired sputtering observed in the previous report. A continuous bombardment of the surface was used to prevent the deposition of decomposition products. In the following year, they also investigated the use of the silicon dioxide films as a diffusion
masking against other diffusants such as N-type semiconductors including GaAs [14]. In 1965, the deposition of silicon oxide thin film capacitor was demonstrated in an AC glow discharge plasma. The produced film was amorphous, coherent and had good adherence. These capacitors also demonstrated thermal stability, resistance to humidity, and breakdown strength characteristics [15]. In 1971, Reinberg developed the “Reinberg reactor,” which involved the use of a parallel plate, capacitively coupled RF reactor for depositions at lower temperatures for semiconductor encapsulation and optical coatings [16, 17]. This reactor was capable of inducing radial, laminar flow of the reactant gases over the substrate, resulted in enhancing the uniformity of the desired coating [16–18]. During this time, the process was also referred to as the chemical ion-plating and was commonly used for the deposition of silicon nitride films for encapsulation, and metal carbides [16]. Subsequently, the “plasma-assisted” or plasma-enhanced CVD as it is commonly known as evolved over the past few decades, and some of the process parameters and applications are discussed further on.

2. Methods

The CVD process can operate in two different reactor schemes: a closed reactor and an open one. In the closed reactor CVD, which is the most common one, the species are placed in a container and the container is closed; however, in the open reactor CVD, or flowing-gas CVD, the chemicals are being entered the system continuously. However, in both systems, there is a reactant supply section, in which the reactant, which may be in a gas, liquid, or solid phase, must be transported into the reactor. In the case of gaseous reactants, they can be transferred into the reactor through pressure controllers, however, in the case of liquid or solid reactants, the reactants need to be heated up to their evaporation temperature, which can sometimes be problematic to the process. Then the reactants can be transported by an inert carrier gas to the reactor [5].

Depending on the activation energy used in the CVD process, such as temperature, photon, or plasma it can be categorized into several groups, namely, thermal CVD, laser/photo CVD, and plasma CVD. Thermal CVD typically requires high temperature in the ranges of 800–2000°C, which can be produced by methods such as hot plate heating, and radiant heating. In the case of laser or photo CVD procedures, photons are produced using either a high power laser or ultraviolet (UV) radiation. Laser CVD involves the use of a laser for the generation of a strong beam of photons for the activation of CVD and photo CVD where the reaction is activated by the use of UV radiations for the dissociation of chemical bonds. However, in plasma CVD, or plasma-enhanced CVD (PECVD), the reaction is activated by the use of inert gas plasma. The utilization of plasma decreases the deposition temperature to a great degree in comparison with other methods such as thermal CVD. Deposition can occur at room temperature and the thermal effects are avoided and this opens up the opportunity of coating polymers and other materials with low melting temperatures [19]. As previously mentioned, PECVD is a variant of the CVD process in which an inert gas plasma is used for deposition of thin films. Thus far, CVD has been mostly applied to inorganic materials. The plasma, which is used in the PECVD technique, allows the usage of a wide range of precursors, both organic and inorganic due to the improved reactivity of the precursors [20, 21]. Plasma is a partially
or fully ionized gas and generally is a mixture of electrons, charged particles, and neutral atoms, and therefore, the plasma state has extremely high energy; however, the plasma has no net charge, i.e., neutral. The energy that is available in a plasma discharge is used for various applications, one of these applications is the deposition of thin films and coatings.

In the PECVD process, an external energy source is required for the ionization of atoms and molecules (creation of the plasma), a pressure reduction system (maintain the plasma state), and finally, the existence of a reaction chamber. One method for plasma production is the heating of the gas; however, ionization temperatures are extremely high, and this can be limitation of this method. The other way of plasma production is the utilization of electrical energy, at various frequency discharges which can be subcategorized into audio frequency (10 or 20 kHz), radio frequency (13.56 MHz), and microwave frequency (2.45 GHz), and this can result in various types of plasma being produced. However, when a plasma produced by any of these techniques is utilized, the deposition species undergo fragmentation which forces them to become submonomers or free radicals and ions. The plasma induces radical or plasma polymerization in the monomers. Neutral molecules will be ionized or excited when the electrons and ions in the plasma interact with them, so they will become chemically reactive. The collision of a charged ion with a neutral atom will result in improved chemical reactivity and production of implantation reactions of atoms, radical generation, and polymer-forming reactions or an etching reaction [19, 22].

The monomers that are used in this procedure are mainly in the gas or liquid states, which can be easily evaporated; however, there are studies which use solid monomers as well. Utilization of solid monomers requires inclusion of sublimation apparatus by which the solid monomer can sublime for deposition and this capability allows the use a vast range of materials as monomers [20, 23–26]. When a gaseous or liquid precursor with high vapor pressure is introduced into the PECVD reaction chamber, dissociation and activation of the precursor occur and in the presence of the plasma, which allows the deposition to happen at much lower temperatures compared to CVD. When the plasma comes in contact with the surface of a polymer substrate, modification of the surface can occur in different ways, namely etching,
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**Figure 2.** (A) Various processes that polymer surfaces can undergo in the time of exposure to the plasma stream (reprinted with permission from [16], © Springer). (B) Schematic of various modifications on polymer surfaces during plasma treatments (reprinted with permission from [27], © 2014 Walter de Gruyter).
where the plasma treatment leads to the removal of materials from the surface; deposition, where precursors in the plasma stream are deposited as a plasma polymerized thin layer on the surface; cross-linking and functionalization, which involves modifications of the plasma polymers on the surface as shown in Figure 2 [27–29].

Figure 3. Schematic of structural differences among conventional polymers and plasma polymers (reprinted with permission from [30], © 2015 Elsevier).

During the PECVD process, the plasma polymerization of the precursors, which are induced in the plasma stream, is of the random radical recombination type. There is always a radical that initiates the process of polymerization, due to the radicalization of the precursor, which at the end of the process, results in the formation of polymer. And due to the presence of the radicals in each chain of the produced polymer, cross linking of the polymer also occurs; therefore, the final resulting plasma polymer coating has a cross-linked structure [29, 30, 32]. Due to the existence of a greater degree of cross-linked and branched structures, the overall structure of the plasma polymeric thin film is not similar to the conventional polymers, as shown in Figure 3 [30, 33]. Another evidence for this difference is that the structure of subunits of the plasma polymers, which are referred to as “monomers” for conventional polymers, is not conserved during the process; therefore, they cannot be characterized by their repeating units [33–35]. However, the structure of the subunit can be reserved only under specific conditions, in which all the external and internal plasma parameters are optimized.

2.1. Variation of pressure for plasma production

The internal plasma parameters that affect the final polymerized film, include homogeneity of discharge, distribution of various species in the plasma, and energy of the species, and the external plasma parameters include reactor geometry, applied voltage, frequency, total pressure, and flow rate [32, 36]. Some of the parameters can be modified to create different
variants of this technique, namely temperature, length of the deposition, pressure, inert gas flow rate, method of plasma production, and the power of the source. The most important ones among them are pressure and method of plasma production. Based on the pressure during deposition, the PECVD process can be classified as low pressure (LP-PECVD) and atmospheric pressure (AP-PECVD), with different specific applications [34]. Both of these techniques are similar to PECVD in the main steps of the procedure such as passage, transportation and absorption of the gaseous species over the surface, and production of the reaction products at the end [6]. Initial PECVD studies were performed mostly at low pressure to avoid the plasma instability due the mean-free path of the plasma species. But the utilization of AP-PECVD, which means having the plasma at an ambient pressure, has become an area of interest in the recent years. AP-PECVD offers two main advantages, namely, avoiding the cost of expensive vacuum pumping systems and transfer chambers from air to vacuum. The ease of controlling the plasma parameters such as current, gas flow, power, and voltage during the AP-PECVD process also makes it attractive and the schematic for the process is shown in Figure 4. Moreover, it has also been observed that APCVD demonstrates superior adherence of the coating on the substrate due to plasma activation [29, 34, 37]. Also, in LP-PECVD, there can be limitation on the size of the substrate to be treated, which is dependent on the size of the vacuum chamber, but it is not the case in AP-PECVD [38]. LP-PECVD has some other disadvantages too, such as lower deposition rates compared with AP-PECVD. For some of the LP-PECVD techniques, applying higher temperatures is required to bring about more uniformity with less defects for the produced layer, but this can also be considered as a disadvantage for the procedure [6]. Besides, it has been demonstrated that the chemical structure of the materials is more effectively retained in the AP-PECVD due to the lower energy of plasma in comparison with LP-PECVD [37, 39]. Treating materials such as textiles, scaffolds, membranes, and hydrogels is an area where the use of AP-PECVD over LP-PECVD has had a considerable effect [40, 41].

Figure 4. (A) Atmospheric RF discharge used for the deposition of single walled carbon nanotubes (reprinted with permission from [42], © Elsevier). (B) Schematic of APCVD apparatus used for the deposition of zinc oxide (reprinted with permission from [43], © 2007 Elsevier).
The primary advantage of the low pressure plasmas is the high purity of the coatings produced compared to the atmospheric pressure plasmas. When utilizing LP-PECVD, the ratio of mass transport velocity to the velocity of reaction on the surface will be different. When the pressure decreases during LP-PECVD, the diffusion of the gas decreases and therefore the velocity of mass transport will also decrease correspondingly and the produced layer is expected to be more uniform [6]. However, in the AP-PECVD, the ratio of mass transport velocity and the velocity of reaction on the surface is equal to one and the two velocities are of the same order of magnitude. Moreover, another issue facing with AP-PECVD is the problem of maintaining a glow discharge under the atmospheric pressure, which however, has been developed to some extent [38]. One of the major differences between the LP-PECVD and AP-PECVD is in the plasma excitation step. In LP-PECVD, the collision between the monomer with an electron is responsible for activating the monomers and the excitation mechanism can be denoted as follows (1):

\[
M_i + e^- \rightarrow M_i^+ + M_i + e^-
\]  

Although this process exists in the AP-PECVD as well, but at atmospheric pressure, there are other reactions in which unstable high-energy atoms or molecules from the plasma gas exist too, so the aforementioned collision may not be the main collision responsible for activating the monomers. And therefore, the energy transfer in APCVD is more efficacious (2).

\[
M^+ + A_2 \rightarrow M^+ + A^- + A + e^-
\]

2.2. Methods of plasma production

The different methods of plasma production, include microwave frequency (MW) plasma, also known as glow-discharge, radio frequency (RF) plasma, and arc plasma. By utilizing two electrodes in the reaction chamber, the high frequency power is applied to the gas to be ionized. When the microwave frequency is used, plasma is produced by the application of a high frequency electric field of magnitude of 2.45 GHz at a low pressure to a carrier gas such as oxygen, argon, or nitrogen, and the schematic of this process is shown in Figure 5A. At such high frequencies, electrons due to their small masses can accelerate toward the higher energy levels; however, this is not the case for the heavier ions, therefore, the temperature of electrons increases, but for heavier ions, it will remain low, and so this is a nonisothermal plasma. In the microwave plasmas, the electrons with their high energy levels are responsible for collision with the gas molecules to dissociate them and make them reactive for further plasma polymerization and one such reactor is shown in Figure 1B [1]. This technique has been used for deposition of conductive films from a metal target. There are also many reports on the utilization of lower frequency discharges such as RF [23, 24]. Usually, in the case of an RF source, a matching box is used alongside the RF generator to reduce the reflected power, as shown in Figure 5B. The power setting differs based on the material deposited. The RF source is mainly used for nonconductive materials. Unlike for the LP-PECVD case in which micro-
wave frequency or a microbeam plasma generator is used, production of a stable plasma in an AP-PECVD utilizing an RF source does not require a dielectric material between the electrodes [44]. Arc plasmas typically operate at moderate frequencies of 1 MHz lower than the microwave plasma sources.

Figure 5. (A) Schematic of carbon nanotube growth procedure with microwave PECVD apparatus (reprinted with permission from [45], © InTech). (B) Schematic of the radio frequency PECVD apparatus for the production of carbon nanowalls (reprinted with permission from [46], © 2005 Elsevier). (C) Schematic of a dielectric barrier discharge system (reprinted with permission from [47], © 2003 Springer).

However, arc plasmas are extremely hot and require higher power, so they are not usually utilized and some of the efforts to avoiding this include limiting the discharge time, which is the time applied for the electrons to accelerate in the electric field, by applying pulsed voltages or using a dielectric material between the electrode to reduce the accumulation of the electrons, which is called dielectric barrier discharges (DBD), as shown in Figure 5C [19, 34]. Arc plasma CVD techniques are mainly used for deposition of diamonds where the process occurs at a higher pressures compared to MW PECVD, and therefore, the number of collisions increases, and, consequently, the temperature is higher. Due to high temperatures, total dissociation of hydrogen molecules occurs and proves to be advantageous over the MW PECVD and thermal CVD due to the decreased production of atomic hydrogen species [19]. Due of the high temperature of the arc plasma deposition, substrate cooling is necessary, but it is difficult process; therefore, the high temperature of this procedure counts as a disadvantage of it; however, high rate of deposition and thickness of the produced layer are some of the advantages. The plasma at different frequencies (microwave, radio frequency, and arc plasma) can be produced by various methods such as inductively coupled or capacitive-coupled parallel
plates and/or electron cyclotron resonance (ECR). For example, an MW plasma can be produced by the latter method, which is the case when the frequency of the applied electric field becomes matched with the natural frequency of the electrons when they orbit the magnetic field. The RF frequency plasma can be generated in the capacitive-coupled parallel plate configuration plasma reactor in which one of the electrodes is electrically grounded while the RF power is applied to the other electrode as shown in Figure 5A [46]. By considering the temperature of the species present in the plasma stream, the process can be divided into two categories. One is the case in which all the plasma species: ions, electrons, and neutral species all exist at the same temperatures, which means that plasma is at the local thermal equilibrium (LTE), and the other is when this equilibrium does not exist and the species are at different temperatures (non-LTE), and electrons may be at a higher temperature in comparison with the other particles. In a LTE plasma state, the density of electrons is usually higher than the non-LTE state, and therefore, the mean free path of the electrons is lower, and, consequently, the number of collisions increases. In the case of AP-PECVD, the plasma is expected to be in the LTE state since the higher pressure also leads to increased number of collisions; therefore, the temperature of the molecules and ions increases [43]. This case is called an arc plasma, which operates at lower frequencies compared to microwave and higher frequencies compared to RF sources (1 MHz) [19, 34].

PECVD can be considered as a nonline of sight process, because the plasma stream can surround the substrate, and therefore, leads to uniform deposition and alleviates some of the issues associated with ionic or e-beam sputtering processes. It has been well-documented in the literature that the resulting chemistry of the thin films produced by PECVD is unique and cannot be obtained by common wet deposition techniques. These fabricated thin films also demonstrate high solvent and corrosion resistance along with thermal and chemical stability [24]. The process results in efficient and controlled usage of precursors and the generation of very little by-products. The process allows the utilization of unconventional precursors and can be used for deposition on surfaces with complicated geometries [48]. Moreover, because the interactions are occurring just at the surface of the substrates, mechanical properties of the substrates will not change and the film that is formed is completely uniform [49]. The plasma polymers fabricated by this technique have high modulus, due to the dense cross-linking in their polymer chains. There are some reports that show these produced polymer layers have a high permeability coefficient of oxygen and nitrogen which is mainly related to the deposition mechanism as well as the polymerization mechanism of plasma polymers [22]. Besides, if the plasma polymers contain ionic groups, they will have a wide variety of applications in various fields which require electrical conductivity, antistatic esterification, and biocompatibility.

A major difference between the films produced by PECVD and CVD is that, the ones produced through PECVD have higher content of hydrogen, which is due to the utilization of plasma in the deposition process [50]. The synthesized plasma polymers have some disadvantages as well, such as instability against aging and humidity which is due to free radicals that exist in the plasma polymers as well as the existence of polar side groups that can absorb water, and therefore may render them unsuitable for dielectric thin films [49, 51]. Some ways of over-
coming this problem such as heat treatment of plasma polymers in a vacuum which will decrease the radical concentration in the deposited thin films has been reported [35, 49, 51]. Another disadvantage is that undesirable compressive and residual stresses in the deposited film can occur at lower frequencies, which could lead to subsequent cracking and cause problems in many applications, specifically metallurgy [35]. Residual stresses can also affect thick oxide films where fracture has been observed [52]. Techniques for controlling the residual stress, which ultimately resulted in limiting the thickness of the produced layer, such as rapid thermal analysis (RTA) have been utilized [53]. However, this treatment may have other impacts on the characteristics of the produced film too; therefore, the behavior of the PECVD oxide layer following the heat treatment should be analyzed [54]. Also, the ion bombardment during the process could damage some sensitive substrates. Moreover, the problem of line-of-sight does exist to some extent and therefore, the regions that are directly exposed to the plasma stream will be more affected than the other regions. One other major issue is that due to the presence of several species in the plasma stream (with varying mass and charge), the film growth can be influenced by different species. The mechanism of this growth depends on the chemistry of the depositing species and the conditions used for deposition. For example, in DLC film deposition, it has been shown that both ions and neutral species are a part of the mass of the produced film [55]. However, in the production of silane or polymeric films, the role of radicals, as well as the influence of plasma pressure, has been considered [56, 57]. Therefore, development in the understanding the roles of different plasma species on the film growth, will enhance the film production, as well as control of the process [58].

3. Applications

The initial application of PECVD was in microelectronics, namely electrical insulation films, conductive films, semiconductors, diffusion masks, and capacitors. Over a decade after the establishment of PECVD process, researchers started to utilize this technique for the fabrication of integrated circuits (ICs) [15, 52, 59], solar cells [43, 60, 61], transistors [62], photovoltaic and photonic applications [48, 59, 63, 64] such as notch filters and antireflective coatings [27]. Deposition of inorganic materials by PECVD also has applications in food packaging, scratch resistance, and biomedical applications [2, 65, 66]. PECVD has been extensively used in the development of organic polymers and organometallic compounds. Plasma polymers are used to avoid corrosion in many dielectric and optical devices. The film properties can be easily controlled to produce homogenous organic thin films on large substrates (silicon and glass) with varying mechanical, optical, chemical, thermal, and electric properties. Due to its relatively moderate nature, this technique has also recently been used for various biological applications. Biological applications include immobilization of the biomolecules (e.g. enzymes and proteins); biometallization of gold, silver and platinum nanoparticles with the aid of DNA, amino acids or proteins; Degradation and molecular weight reduction of biopolymers such as chitosan in order to enhance their properties; Changing surface functionalities by addition of functional groups such as amine, carboxylic and silane groups; Fabrication of organic/inorganic hybrid film for enhancing the dielectric properties. Such surface treatment of
implants and biomaterials for applications in biosensors, device fabrication and anti-biofouling coatings [20, 25, 40, 67].

3.1. Silicon-based applications

PECVD is recognized as a unique method of organic thin film deposition and is commonly used for the deposition of inorganic and organic, doped, and undoped films. Silicon composite films is one area where thin films are deposited from various precursors such as silane (SiH₄), siloxane, and silazane mixed with other gases in varying ratios [68, 69]. The two predominant forms of silicon which get deposited are hydrogenated amorphous (a-Si:H) and microcrystalline (μc-Si:H) silicon [70–72]. The films deposited through PECVD, are used in semiconductor devices, solar cells, and optically active device applications due to their optical, mechanical, and electrical properties. Recently, PECVD has also been utilized for the processing of flexible and printable electronic devices, due to its high process efficiency, large-scale printability, lower cost, and environmentally friendly nature [73, 74]. AP-PECVD at low gas temperatures due to absence of vacuum equipment, seems beneficial in the surface processing of flexible materials and has been demonstrated in the lower temperature deposition of SiOₓ films on polymer substrates that are used as diffusion barrier and stable hydrophilic surfaces. The applications of flexible semiconductors can be seen in wearable electronics and organic electronics [75, 76].

3.1.1. Semiconductor devices

The physical properties of PECVD-deposited films are known to be superior since they are highly cross-linked, uniform, and resistant to thermal and chemical changes and have low rates of corrosion. Plasma polymers find extensive use in dielectric films and optical coating due to lower cost and higher efficiency [77, 78]. Plasma polymerized organic-inorganic hybrid thin films with ratio controlled precursors has been used to optimize dielectric properties. Also, the characteristics of the thin film were modified by the gases’ mixing ratio, plasma power, and chamber pressure [35, 79]. Silicon oxynitride (SiON) and silicon nitride (SiN) are some of the commonly used precursors for the deposition of insulating thin films for MIM (metal-insulator-metal) capacitors and allow easy manipulation of film properties [78]. It was observed that the varying the ratios of silane (SiH₄), nitrous oxide (N₂O), and ammonia (NH₃), lead to the deposition of thin films of varying compositions. Properties including deposition rate, refractive index, and extinction index of the film were observed to improve with the increase in SiH₄/N₂O (NH₃) ratio. Although both SiN and SiON have their advantages, SiN films are used for semiconductor applications due to their higher capacitance density, breakdown voltage and particle performance (Figure 6A–C) [63, 73, 80]. Silicon carbide, which has a high band gap and chemical inertness, is another material commonly deposited using PECVD. SiC is used widely as a material for MEMS devices due to its stability in harsh and high temperature environments [36, 81, 82]. PECVD, being a metal-compatible deposition method has been used for the deposition of α-SiC at 450°C using methane and silane precursor gases. Low frequency RF (40 Hz) power and pressure of range 700–1000 Torr, along with changes in the precursor ratios were utilized for the production of films of varying electrical...
and mechanical properties. The results indicate the potential of the α-SiC films as structural components for devices that need stable residual film stress at high temperatures of operation [36]. Although the thin films of SiC have demonstrated promise in the development of high temperature withstanding MEMS devices, the increase in surface roughness in deposited thicker films remains an obstacle. Increasing the carbon content of the film in mixed frequency condition and decreasing the RF power was observed to decrease the surface roughness, making it a potential solution. Such methods pave the way for future studies on the influence of PECVD process parameters on the growth rate, morphology, and microstructure in the field of semiconductors.

Figure 6. (A) Schematic representation of graphene FET device with silicon nitride coating. (B and C) SEM images of silicon nitride and silicon oxide deposited on graphene (A, B and C: reprinted with permission from [80] © 2010 ACS). (D) 2D surface morphology of n-μc-Si:H layer used in single junction a-Si solar cells [83]. (D, a) SEM images of p-type Silicon nanowires using PECVD on a glass substrate (Sn catalyzed, 600°C). (b) Deposition of a conformal intrinsic and n-type a-Si:H after a temperature drop of 175°C using PECVD. (c) Schematic representation of a PIN radial junction. (Reprinted with permission [84], © 2011 Elsevier). (E) I–V characteristics of solar cells with n-a-Si: H layer and n-μc-Si:H/n-a-Si: H bilayer (F and G: reprinted with permission [83], © 2015 Solar Energy).

3.1.2. Solar cells

Various deposition techniques such as PVD, CVD, oxidation, plating, and spin-coating have been used extensively for the deposition of silicon thin films with good photoelectric properties [85]. Currently, the photovoltaic market is dominated by crystalline silicon cells, which accounted for nearly 95% of world’s photovoltaic cell and module production in 2004 [85, 86]. PECVD is widely used in the microelectronics and solar cell production, specifically for the deposition of thin films from a mixture of gas-phase species onto a solid substrate [87]. There has been a continuous effort to establish the process conditions to improve the film quality and the rate of deposition. PECVD at 60 MHz excitation frequency is now used extensively in large area thin film technology and industrial applications [83, 88, 89].

An increase in growth rate (going up from 1.5 to 4 nm s$^{-1}$) was obtained by switching from a low pressure (2–4 Torr) conventional RF plasma (13.56 MHz) to a 60 MHz excited plasma-
assisted CVD was observed by Matsuda et al. and by several other research groups [88, 89]. The crystallinity of the deposited silicon plays a vital role in the film properties. It has been observed that even high quality amorphous silicon solar cells have very low efficiency in trapping light when compared to crystalline counterparts, which has led to various studies to improve solar power conversion (Figure 6F) [83]. Several groups have worked on the transformation of the silicon thin film from amorphous to nanocrystalline in the presence of nonthermal SiH$_4$/H$_2$ plasmas. The interactions between the hydrogen atoms of the plasma and the solid silicon matrix determine the crystallinity and other properties of the thin films. The presence of H atoms in between the strained Si-Si bonds led to the disordered-to-ordered transitions [70, 71]. The deposition parameters such as chamber pressure ($P_r$), gas mixture composition, and flow rates, RF power density ($P_{w}$), and substrate temperature can be varied to obtain the desired film properties, including the crystallinity [69, 70]. Microdoping is another process used for the betterment of optical, electrical and structural properties of a microcrystalline silicon film for solar cell applications. The effect of boron microdoping through PECVD at high temperature and very high frequency (VHF, 60 MHz) PECVD at 200°C with a varying diborane flow rate of 0.00–0.30 sccm has been studied [90, 91]. Improved dark current flow and conductivity changes up to 10 orders of magnitude were observed upon boron doping was observed in these studies and could subsequently be used to improve solar conversion efficiency.

Another area where PECVD has been used extensively is the deposition of a passivation layer, which involves a shielding outer-layer deposited as a microcoating. In microelectronics and photovoltaics, a passivating layer can reduce surface recombination, which is a significant cause of losses in solar cells. Hydrogen atoms play an important role in the termination and passivation of silicon dangling bonds [70, 92]. Hydrogenated amorphous and nanocrystalline silicon films produced by PECVD are now widely being used in electronic and optoelectronic devices [70, 89]. Also, nanostructures have been used extensively to improve efficiency of solar cells in the recent times. One example is the use of silicon nanowires to improve the light-trapping in low-cost silicon photovoltaic cells (Figure 6E) [84, 93]. The growth of radial junctions of hydrogenated amorphous silicon over p-doped crystalline silicon nanowires on a glass substrate using PECVD (single pump) and Sn catalysts has demonstrated a considerable increase in the dark current and conversion efficiencies [84]. Silicon solar cells produced on flexible plastic substrates at an optimum deposition temperature of ~200°C, typically are cheap and robust [61, 94, 95].

3.1.3. Optically active films

Thin films with dye molecules are used in laser cavities, optical filters, and optical gas sensors [96–98]. Such thin films are synthesized using wet and sublimation techniques. PECVD avoids the harsh (chemical and temperature) and multistep process of these fabrication methods and can be used to deposit optically active thin films with tailorable properties. The deposition involves a partial polymerization of dye molecules that are evaporated over a substrate while exposed to an arc plasma. Ultrathin highly planar films (~100 nm) with controlled gradation of color were synthesized using the PECVD process. Such films can be used in development
of photonic materials and devices such as sensors, and wavelength couplers [99, 100]. Plasma polymerization of fluorine-containing materials yield many properties such as low dielectric constant and refractive index, low surface energy, low coefficient of friction, low permeability constant, and good biocompatibility [23, 101]. Fabrication of thin films using plasma homopolymerization and copolymerization of octafluorocyclobutane (OFCB, C₄F₈) and hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO, C₆H₁₈Si₂O) using PECVD (RF at 13.56 MHz, power 20–45 W and pressure 0.001–1 Torr) were studied for their optical properties [23, 102]. Rare earth-doped optical materials is an area that has also garnered interest in the recent times, Pitt et al. report the synthesis of silicon-rich SiO₂ along with erbium doping. PECVD was used for the synthesis of such films due to low processing temperatures, ability of controlling stoichiometry, and growth conditions for the film. Microclusters of Si were found to be embedded in the erbium doped SiO₂ films demonstrating strong absorption peaks in the visible region along with the strong near IR fluorescence due to the erbium ions [97, 103].

3.1.4. Quantum dots

Silicon nanostructures have been found to exhibit luminescent properties, leading to many studies to understand them [63, 104]. Si-rich silicon nitride films have been grown by low frequency (440 kHz) PECVD using SiH₄ and NH₃ as reactant gases at a plasma power and a chamber pressure of 1000 W and 1500 mTorr, respectively. The total gas flow being 800 sccm, the ratio of NH₃/SiH₄ flows was changed between 2 and 10, and the flow rates were changed at a temperature of 370°C to get a different Si concentration in films. These kinds of films can be used in photovoltaic devices [105, 106].

3.2. Carbon-based nanostructures

Carbon-based nanostructures can be classified into 2D structures such as nanowalls, graphene, and 3D structures such as nanotubes and nanowires. Based on their morphological features and orientation, such nanostructures are used for different applications. For example, conical structures give higher mechanical and thermal stability when compared to narrow ones and the large surface area of nanowalls prove helpful in electrochemical devices and gas storage [107, 108]. The main drawback in the synthesis of these nanostructures is the absence of a controlled and deterministic method for depositing large-scale assemblies, which can be used in nanoelectronics, biological applications (probes), field emission displays, and radiation sources. PECVD can be used to address these difficulties and modifications of the deposition conditions produces different morphologies, location, and orientation-specific carbon nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes, diamond-like carbon (DLC) films deposited using microwave PECVD [108, 109]. However, the use of PECVD for the synthesis of DLC films is limited because of the issue of being unable to reach harder tetrahedral amorphous carbon state, due to the presence of hydrogen in the gaseous precursor [109].

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) formed from graphene sheets have excellent electronic and mechanical properties. CNTs in the range of 1 nm in diameter and a few micrometers in length can be classified broadly as single-walled or multiwalled CNTs. Single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) are known for their semiconductor properties and find applications in
high performance electronics. SWNTs have been grown by using RF PECVD (13.56 MHz, power ~75 W, low pressure) with methane as a precursor and metallic seed catalyst as shown in Figure 5. MW PECVD process with frequency of 2.45 GHz, pressure of 20 Torr, and power of 5 kW could also be used to produce SWNTs [45, 110]. Various parameters and factors involved in the process influence the preferential growth of the CNTs (Figure 7) [108, 110, 112]. Vertically oriented SWNTs have been synthesized, and this alignment is attributed to the strong electric field in a plasma sheath [44, 113]. Such CNTs can be used in various applications such as field emission devices and nanoscale electrochemical actuators [111, 113–115]. The formation of iron silicide (FeSi) roots on the Si substrate was observed to be helping in the formation of a base growth mode, which led to well-aligned CNTs deposition (Figure 7B and C) [114]. Recently, Bo et al. have reported the catalyst-free PECVD growth of graphene. The precursor was a volatile natural extract from the tea tree plant (Melaleuca alternifolia) [116]. The deposition rate was high and produced high quality graphene films without the presence of a catalyst. The graphene films at the end of this sustainable bottom up process, when tested yielded a high water contact angle of 135°, proving its potential use as a highly hydrophobic coating. Also, due to its mem-resistive behavior, such graphene could be used in the construction of memory devices [116].

Figure 7. (A) SEM image of CNTs grown using microwave PECVD (4 nm Fe film as a catalyst). (B) TEM images of various possible shapes of catalyst at the CNT growth, i.e., not well attached to substrate and completely enclosed. (C) Elongation of catalyst particle in vertical direction moving from (A) and (B) (reprinted with permission from [113], © 2005 ACS). (D–G) CNTs deposited from different mixture ratios of H2/C2H2. The flow rates of H2/C2H2 were 140/2, 160/5, 140/5, and 180/10 sccm, respectively (reprinted with permission from [110], © 2015 Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY)).
Carbon nanowalls (CNWs) have been deposited using acetylene as precursors with iron as the catalyst. The growth parameters such as temperature, pressure, and gas flow rate were varied to get various samples of CNWs. The samples which displayed best field emission properties were the ones deposited at higher temperature and pressure (650°C with 120 sccm H₂ flow rate and a pressure of 300 Pa) [46, 112]. Graphene an allotrope of carbon is an example of 2D carbon nanostructure with extraordinary properties such as being 100 times stronger than steel and conducting heat and electricity with a nearly transparent sheet like morphology [117]. Graphene deposition for dielectrics is a challenge because of discontinuity in film formation. This can be compensated by the deposition of SiN by PECVD, which provides excellent coverage of graphene for preservation of their carrier mobility for application in FETs [80]. Their unique structural features, i.e., vertical orientation of the substrate without any agglomeration, sharp and exposed edges, and the controllable intersheet connectivity provide numerous advantages. These nanosheets can be deposited using PECVD on a variety of substrates using gas, solid, or liquid precursors [117]. Perpendicular orientation of the graphene sheets demonstrates better properties in comparison with conventional graphene films and is utilized for energy storage, sensors, and environmental applications. There are several unanswered questions in the development of carbon-based nanostructures by PECVD. Some of the unknowns involve the chemical species, or ions that are responsible for nanostructure growth, and their influence on the adhesion to the substrate, the rate determining step in their growth, and the effects of pressure and process parameters on the growth. Understanding some of these processes will help in the manipulation of the parameters to acquire required shape and orientation of carbon nanostructures and can lead to efficient large area deposition for various applications [108].

### 3.3. Titanium-based applications

Titanium has many applications due to its strength and low density and is used as an alloy, for thin film coatings, as substrates and photocatalysts. Its applications are wide-range and can be predominantly seen in medical prostheses (dental and orthoimplants), antimicrobial coatings, and electronic devices. RF PECVD has been most commonly used in the production of titanium thin films [118–123]. As a photocatalyst, titanium and its oxide (TiO₂) films have numerous applications such as antimicrobial activity, waste water treatment, and for biomedical implants. The antimicrobial activity of titanium-oxide-coated cotton textile substrates (Figure 8A–C) and glass substrates were tested against *E. coli*. The coatings were uniform and bacterial inhibition increased correspondingly with the increase in the refractive index of the film [118]. Titania powder has also been used for photocatalytic activities and this property was harnessed in the degradation of certain organic compounds, which could further be adapted for waste water treatment, but powders have lower efficiency due to crystalline defects. Although crystalline TiO₂ is more efficient, its surface area is not as high as powder. Hence, studies have been conducted to improve the surface area while retaining the crystallinity aspects of TiO₂. An excitation frequency of 40 kHz was employed in a cold-wall-type PECVD (precursor: titanium tetra-isopropoxide (Ti (O-i-C₃H₇)₄), and oxygen gas carrier flow rate: 50 sccm and reduced pressure conditions ~30 Pa) was used to produce crystalline TiO₂ particles, which had a high surface area (Figure 8E) and good photocatalytic properties [120].
The combination of PECVD deposited TiO$_2$ films with silver nanoparticles have been studied (Figure 8D) to characterize the films for their photolytic activity and antimicrobial property (silver is known for its antimicrobial activity). These films demonstrated good photochemical activity at nearly room temperature and could be used for heat-sensitive substrates [119]. PECVD can also be used for other material-based precursors and here are some examples and applications of such depositions: the mixtures of Ti (O-i-C$_3$H$_7$)$_4$ and oxygen can be used to produce amorphous TiO$_2$ thin films by PECVD. The dielectric properties of TiO$_2$ films were put to use by assuming that a TiO$_2$/SiO$_2$ bilayer would behave as two capacitors in series. The rate of deposition was observed to decrease with oxygen concentration and RF power and whereas an increase with equivalence ratio. The film thickness was seen to influence the dielectric constant of the film and it was pretty consistent, even in the presence of an interfacial SiO$_2$ layer [42].

Figure 8. (A and B) Low and high magnifications SEM images of cotton knitwear deposited made of titanium oxide with RF PECVD (100 W). (C) SEM image of a single cotton fiber and it has been stripped partially. The EDX results in the two windows are for coated and uncoated fiber (reprinted with permission from [118], © 2005 Elsevier). (D) AFM pictures of the TiO$_2$/PECVD films made at (a) 300°C, (b) 40°C using PECVD (2 × 2 μm) (reprinted with permission from [119], © 2009 Springer). (E) TEM image of the TiO$_2$ powder produced using PECVD following treatment (800°C for 1.5 h) (reprinted with permission from [120], © 1999 Springer).

3.4. Biological applications

PECVD is a technique which operates at lower temperatures, suitable for the deposition of organic precursors, unlike other processes. Synthesized thin films are biocompatible, adherent, and flexible for applications such as implants [2, 65]. PECVD offers several advantages in case of deposition of ultrathin layers of macromolecular materials such as alcohols, carboxylic acids, acid chlorides, simple amines, anhydrides, and ethylene glycols [124–130]. The chemical reactivity of the deposited layer is generally based on the functional group density and various degrees of cross-link density. The chemical reactivity of these functional layers also determines shelf life of the resultant device. These plasma-polymerized thin films are utilized in various biological applications such as antimicrobial coatings, biomaterials, tissue engineering, implant coatings, and bioelectronics [2, 66, 67, 131].
3.4.1. Antimicrobial and antifouling

Antimicrobial surfaces are in demand owing to increase in bacterial colonization issues in medical devices, implants, and healthcare products. The lifetime of implanted prosthesis is brought down drastically due to bacterial infections, especially in immunocompromised patients. The use of antimicrobial surfaces has gained importance lately, because they do not lead to resistance (common example *Staphylococcus aureus* which is multidrug resistant). The PECVD process was an effective way of designing these surfaces because it can be used efficiently to control the coating properties and content of nanoparticles embedded. Biocidal activity of silver nanoclusters embedded in a PECVD deposited film is believed to be a result of effective progressive release of Ag ions from the nanoparticles in the media surrounding it [119, 131–133]. In a recent study, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces were coated with PFM (pentafluorophenyl methacrylate) using PECVD with a continuous RF power (15 W), and pulsed plasma polymerization (DC of 0.5) for 3–5 min to produce a flexible and highly reactive surface with ester groups [134]. The incubation of these surfaces in an amine sugar (glucosamine) produced a controlled reductive surface capable of reducing silver salts to form micro- and nanostructured silver coatings. Gilabert et al. have demonstrated the antibacterial activity of such coatings due to their hydrophobic behavior which eliminated bacterial adhesion. The initial rapid release followed by a sustained release proved effective against *P. aeruginosa* and *S. aureus* bacterial adhesion but had no cytotoxic effects on the mammalian cell line (COS7 cells) when tested (Figure 9) [132]. Silver coatings are also commonly used on implants to avoid bacterial infections and biofilm formation [134].

![Figure 9](image-url)

Figure 9. (A) Schematic representation of synthesis of highly hydrophobic silver nanoparticle surface and silver ion release (reprinted with permission from [132], © 2015 ACS). (B) Silver nanoparticles on silicon oxide layer, a product of APCVD plasma jet (SEM micrograph) (reprinted with permission from [131], © 2012 Wiley). (C) SEM images depicting the surface morphology of silver modified PDMS samples. (D) Confocal images showing the bacterial viability on non-coated (PDMS) and coated (silver) surfaces. (E) Antibacterial activity of coated (silver) and noncoated (PDMS) surfaces on two different strains (*P. aeruginosa* and *S. aureus*) and cell viability of COS-7 cell-line (C–E: reprinted with permission from [132], © 2015 ACS).
3.4.2. Wettability and cell adhesion

In biological systems, the hydrophobic and hydration forces play an important role in the mediation of solute, for instance, in the adsorption and adhesion of proteins and cells (Figure 9B) [135, 136]. Production of bioabsorbable materials is one main area where PECVD has been utilized [137–139]. The design and synthesis of various functional hybrid film systems for SiO$_x$ film coatings with good mechanical properties at high deposition rates were reported. These SiO$_x$ surfaces are known for their hydrophilic and smooth properties that can be modified using plasma treatment [139, 140]. The deposition of SiO$_x$ films on poly (lactic acid) (PLA) substrate was synthesized by Chaiwong et al. using octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (OMCTS: Si$_4$O$_4$C$_8$H$_{20}$) as the precursor and oxygen as carrier gas. Oxygen plasma treatment after deposition enhanced the wettability of the surface leading to an increased BSA protein adsorption and cell adhesion (preosteoblasts, fibroblasts) [139].

3.4.3. Biosensors

Disease diagnosis using biosensors requires functionalization of sensors’ surfaces with specific antigens to detect required biomolecules. Typically, biosensors use functionally modified polymer surfaces to immobilize proteins. Use of chemical synthesis methods is time consuming, complicated, and quality of film is difficult to control during the process. PECVD, being a single-step process, provides a venue to overcome some of these obstacles. Multiple studies have used PECVD for the deposition of various end-groups such as amines, carboxylic, mercapto, epoxy, and polyethylene glycol to address the problem of nonspecific binding of single-stranded DNA or other proteins of interest. Parameters such as higher RF power lead to increase in thickness of the film due to increased rate of deposition [140, 141]. Monomers such as amino silanes, allylamine, and allyl organophosphates have been commonly used for the deposition of thin films with reactive functional groups [58, 127].

3.4.4. Bioimplants

Hydroxyapatite (HA) is a major mineral component of natural bone that can readily integrate with human tissues within just a short period after implantation. Therefore, it is widely used in bone and dental implants. Although it has multiple advantages, it has poor mechanical strength and load bearing capacity. Hence, it is used predominantly as a coating on metallic implants [142–144]. Some studies have shown that the inclusion of HA along with titanium in a plasma sputtering process promotes the formation of calcium titanate, which largely contributes to the adhesive strength between the alloy and the film. The structure and morphology of the coatings were controlled using plasma parameters such as DC substrate bias. It was observed that at higher DC (negative) bias voltages, the calcium oxide (CaO), and calcium titanate (CaTiO$_3$) phase concentrations in the bioceramic coating increased. This means that the change (increase) in DC bias in turn increased the ion flux (CaO$^+$) leading to the increased presence of CaO and CaTiO$_3$ phases, and hence the biocompatibility (positive biomimetic response). Plasma-assisted RF magnetron sputtering deposition is also an efficient way of coating TiAlV orthopedic alloys with HA or any calcium phosphate-based mineral (Figure 10A) [144].
3.4.5. Food preservation and bioactive coatings

Spoilage is a major problem in the food industry and various studies are trying to address this issue. Quintieri et al. used PECVD to coat bovine lactoferrin (BLF) and lactoferricin B (LfcinB) against spoilage by *Pseudomonas* strains. In one study, BLF and LfcinB were evaluated for their antimicrobial activity, when immobilized on plasma deposited films of ethylene/acrylic acid (pdEthAA) [146]. RF plasma with different input power, two fragmentation levels in plasma feed, and different –COOH group densities were used during the coatings, to vary the amount of LfcinB and BLF immobilization on the films [146]. Heyse et al. have reported the use of APCVD to form bioactive coatings (using enzymes, proteins, and other organic precursors) [40]. Though the temperature range during deposition did not exceed 32°C, the radical chemistry due to the plasma had harsh effects on the enzymes. There was considerable effort to minimize the effect, by atomizing the enzyme solution and encompassing it in water shell (“nano shuttle” formation) which subsequently protected the enzyme from the harsh plasma conditions. These enzymes were further trapped in the growing polymer network of organic polymers acetylene or pyrrole giving rise to bioactive films. The films formed using enzymes such as glucose oxide (GOx) (Figure 10C) and lipase were successfully used in sensor and catalysis applications. They tested it on other sensitive and hyperthermophilic proteins such as allophycocyanin and Apase [40].

The PECVD technique, as discussed has been used for a broad range of applications from photovoltaics, biological, to semiconductors. Most recently, this technique has been used in several instances where barrier properties were required for the encapsulation of organic light-emitting devices (OLED) by silicon oxide (SiOx) and nickel oxide (NiOx) PECVD-deposited films, organic electronic fabrication, and anticorrosive coatings. Room temperature deposition
of polymer-like carbon films (PLC) for gate dielectric applications in organic thin film transistors has also reported [148]. Improvements in the encapsulation process of various materials utilizing PECVD can lead to potential advancements in the research area of PECVD-based encapsulation [147]. Other areas such as anticorrosion coating of metallic substrates such as copper via plasma polymeric films of dicyclopentadiene (DCPD) films is an area of future research [149]. Tailoring the surface properties of organic materials to become suitable for biomedical applications is another area in which PECVD holds promise for future applications [150].
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